H eart of HOMEWOOD PLAN

STRATEGY RANKING + DESIGN TRADE-OFFS

LESSONS LEARNED:

- STRUCTURED PARKING IS
PREFERRED TO MORE SURFACE
LOTS

results

- DESIGNS THAT BLEND IN ARE
PREFERRED TO THOSE THAT
STAND OUT

SCREEN #4 - WRAPUP

- PEDESTRIAN ORIENTED
DESIGNS ARE PREFERRED TO
AUTO ORIENTED SOLUTIONS

602 RESPONSES

- GREENSPACE IS PREFERRED TO
NEW DEVELOPMENT

SCREEN #3 SCREEN #2 STRATEGY RATING (SR) DESIGN TRADEOFFS(DT)

This survey was online only, and was
promoted via e-mail blast, the project
website, and the project Facebook page.
Over 600 individuals participated in the
survey which was closed on March 1, 2018.
The results of this survey will be used to
craft future public involvement activities.
Moreover, feedback received in this
round, as well as future rounds, will be
used to develop recommended goals and
actions for the plan, as well as zoning
code modifications. The following pages
are designed to inform the reader what
themes were the most and least popular, on
average, and are not an exhaustive list of all
comments received.

SCREEN #1 - WELCOME

On February 12, 2018 the Regional
Planning Commission of Greater
Birmingham (RPCGB) released a
second survey in which participants were
asked to rank proposed strategies for
redevelopment, transportation, greenspace,
and streetscape. In addition, the survey
also asked participants to assess a series
of design trade-offs to understand how
downtown Homewood should look in the
future.
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PROVIDE GREENSPACE - 4.3
Reduce hardsacpe and expand
greenspace throughout downtown

SCREEN #2 SR, MAJOR THEMES

5.0

AVERAGE RANKING 1.0 - 5.0, WITH 5.0 BEING THE BEST

316

70
54
26
23
NORTH DOWNTOWN AREA - 3.8
Encourage mixed-use development
between City Hall and Rosedale Drive

172
133
103
40
27

•

Redevelopment should continue the urban
feel of 18th Street S – buildings should frame
the street, parking should be located along
the side or rear of the building. Additional
structured parking should be provided.

CENTRAL AVENUE AREA - 3.8

•

Future development should be mindful of
Homewood’s existing character – designs
that blend in but are authentic are preferred.
Concrete jungles and “cookie cutter” designs
are ill-favored.

•

While additional greenspace is desired, the
need for streetscape improvements was more
even more popular in downtown Homewood.

Encourage live-work nits that preserve
character surrounding Reese & Linden

148
143
106
36
26

ENTERTAINMENT - 3.7

SURVEY COMMENTS

174

“Make downtown pedestrian-centric. This is the
critical item. Downtown is charming, but it is
sterile and stark. Green it up!”

Make downtown a destination after 6pm
by expanding night life options

110
100
43
44

HOUSING - 3.0

Provide housing diversity - townhomes &
small footprint live-work units

3.0
2

MAJOR THEMES

99
80

128
70
91

“I hope Homewood will continue to have a variety
of housing options, including housing that is
affordable to less affluent families. We love the
diversity of our community.”
“Homewood has the potential to have a small but
lively downtown - to be a foodie destination, with
places for moms (& dads) that stay at home to
grab happy hour downtown with space for kids to
play and run amuck, to have a small music venue,
restaurants with craft cocktail bars, and shops
with modern live-work condo/apt/townhouse
buildings mixed in, and a square for live music
and festivals. “
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4.0

ACTIVE SPACES - 4.1

Provide dynamic, recreational
spaces for healthy, active lifestyles.

AVERAGE RANKING 1.0 - 5.0, WITH 5.0 BEING THE BEST

117
66
18
22

CITY HALL PLAZA - 4.0

Soften present hardsacpe with better
landscaping and greenspace.

235
90
67
37
28

GREENSPACE
•

Enhancing existing public spaces (City Hall
plaza and the Trak Shak plaza) with more
landscaping and greenspace is a top priority.

•

Participants want to see a central gathering
place constructed - a town green, town
square, or a destination pocket park with
programming.

•

Promote and make connections between
existing park spaces and Downtown
Homewood – create a connection between
Central Park, Spring Park and Vulcan Park.

GRIFFIN CREEK GREENWAY - 3.9
Construct a new greenway/trail
between Spring Park & Central Park

185
104
88
32
26

SURVEY COMMENTS

PASSIVE SPACES - 3.8

“Active spaces might best be done in Central and
Spring Parks.”

197

“Yes! Out front of city hall is a waste of space. All
that concrete could be a fun green space with live
music and a place to hang out after eating. ”

Provide relaxing, passive spaces for
peace and rest.

104
74
51
33

IMPROVE SPRING PARK - 3.7

Upgrade existing facilities and offer more
lighting and parking.

103
104
42
28

“A multi-use trail would be healthy and would
ideally be landscaped using native plant species
and native wildflowers.”
“We need a pocket park for those of us who live
downtown to have a space to gather but also for
events downtown where people can gather with
their kids in a safe space.”
“Spring Park could be an asset instead of an
eyesore. There is not 1 bench in the whole place.
It is a disgrace.”
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154

3.0

SCREEN #2 SR, GREENSPACE

231
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18TH STREET - 4.0

Additional Landscaping, new
street trees, sidewalk & pavement
enhancements.

SCREEN #2 SR, STREETSCAPING

4.0

AVERAGE RANKING 1.0 - 5.0, WITH 5.0 BEING THE BEST

214

102
77
28
21
GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE - 4.0

Manage stormwater with rain gardens,
bioswales, permeable pavement, etc.

202

118
63
39
16
CODES & REGULATIONS - 3.8

180
110
83
39
29

FACADE IMPROVEMENTS - 3.7

Encourage the City to establish a facade
improvement program with businesses

123
108
47
26

Most respondents felt that Downtown
Homewood could be improved by enhancing
the streetscape, especially along 18th Street
from Oxmoor Road to Rosedale Drive.

•

Enforcing existing codes and regulations is
a top priority – replanting trees, landscape
maintenance, ensuring sufficient parking,
and utilizing green infrastructure to reduce
flooding was mentioned.

•

New codes and regulations are supported if
they do not hinder small businesses.

SURVEY COMMENTS
“18th Street is what brings people in from all over
and generates a ton of tax dollars for the city. As
the central location for Homewood shopping, it’s
important that it looks its best.”
“Look at the new Lane Park development in
Mountain Brook and imitate their standards.”

ALLEYS - 3.5

“Responsible stewardship of our environment
is essential for a forward-looking city. I can’t
imagine that Homewood would not make this item
a very high priority.”

128

“The small business owner will come around to
the opportunities for facade improvements when
his/her bottom line allows for this luxury. “

Beautify alleys to provide amenities
(seating, lighting, art, landscaping)

4

•

Require additonal landscaping for new
developments.

129

3.0

STREETSCAPING

99
122
51
36

I never thought of an alley as a landscaped
setting area only rear entrance to home and trash
pickup. Paving and lighting would be nice.
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SIDEWALKS - 4.6

Repair damaged sidewalks and
build new ones in areas that lack
pedestrian connections.

SCREEN #2 SR, TRANSPORTATION

5.0

AVERAGE RANKING 1.0 - 5.0, WITH 5.0 BEING THE BEST

310
82
37
5
5

PEDESTRIAN CROSSING - 3.9

Prioritize safer pedestrian crossings at
US-31/Independence Drive.

200
88
70
41
30

PARKING - 3.8

Encourage use of Soho parking garage
with better lighting and signage.

172
103
83
40
31

BICYCLING - 3.6

Encourage bicycling by installing bike
lanes on appropriate streets

164

87
84
42
57
REESE ST - 2.7

2.0

61
44
96
61

114

•

Walkability is seen as a major asset that
should be enhanced and protected - repair
existing sidewalks, remove pedestrian
barriers, reduce curb cuts, and provide ramps.

•

Additional bike lanes are supported, if there
is enough lane width to provide a comfortable
distance between cars and bikes.

•

Converting Reese Street into a one-way was
unpopular, and many respondents felt it would
encourage speeding.

SURVEY COMMENTS
“As a young family in Homewood, sidewalks
and safe pedestrian crosswalks are crucial to us
being able to enjoy the city’s amenities. One of
the biggest reasons we moved to Homewood was
for its walkability, but the current state of some
sidewalks are just unsafe!”
“Before we start a new sidewalk project we need
to repair existing sidewalks.”
“This is a great idea. Many drivers do not park
here, and using this space would eliminate
all the requests for additional parking. Adding
safe places to walk out of the garage would be
beneficial (like the ramps). “
“I am a casual cyclist, yet sometimes I take
my bike to run errands, get a haircut or go to
appointments. I often take alleys and side streets
to avoid cars, but more bike lanes and bike
signals would be awesome!”
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Convert Reese Street into a one-way.

TRANSPORTATION
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SCREEN #3 DT, ARCHITECTURE

31 STRONGLY FAVOR
LOOSER
REGULATIONS

47 PREFER LOOSER
REGULATIONS

84 WERE
NEUTRAL

119 PREFER TIGHTER REGULATION

158 STRONGLY PREFER
TIGHTER REGULATIONS

SCREEN #3 DT, PARKING

61 STRONGLY PREFER
SURFACE PARKING

6

71 PREFER
SURFACE PARKING

64 WERE NEUTRAL

111 PREFER
STRUCTURED
PARKING

126 STRONGLY PREFER
STRUCTURED PARKING
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SCREEN #3 DT, TRANSPORTATION

248 STRONGLY PREFER
A FOCUS ON
WALKABILITY

104 PREFER
A FOCUS ON
WALKABILITY

38 WERE NEUTRAL

29 PREFER
EASIER PARKING

16 STRONGLY PREFER
A EASIER PARKING

SCREEN #3 DT, JAIL SITE

70 PREFER A
POCKET PARK

43 WERE NEUTRAL

39 PREFER
A REVENUE
GENERATING USE

results

205 STRONGLY PREFER
A POCKET PARK

76 STRONGLY PREFER
A REVENUE
GENERATING USE
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